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Introduction:

The Fire Fox by Alexandra Page and Stef
Murphy is a beautiful, heart-warming tale of
love and loss at Christmas time. Freya has
been struggling to revel in the warmth of the
festive season since her Dad passed away.  A
first trip to the family log cabin without him
whips up sad emotions in Freya, but an
encounter with a magical fire fox leads her on
a thrilling journey to find hope and joy

This enchanting story shows how light can be
found in the dark and how warmth can be felt
in the cold. 

This book is a perfect discussion opener about
love, loss and moving forwards emotionally at
such a difficult time. 



Whole classs reading
Pause points: Pause at the following parts of the story and give children the opportunity

to predict and discuss what they think is going to happen next!



The Fire Fox took Freya on an adventure.
Read the text and study the beautiful
illustrations, then use both to help you
decide how Freya felt out in the snow
with the fox. 

Activity



How many adjectives can you think of to describe the Fire Fox? 
Write them in the space around the fox on this page.

Activity



Looking at the final double page spread in the book, can you spot the ways both the author
and the illustrator have created a scene of warmth and happiness? Circle what you find and

annotate this illustration with your explanations.

Activity



The Northern Lights, also known as aurora borealis, are an amazing natural light show!
They are created by solar wind passing Earth. They are typically shades of blue, green,

purple and red. Type ‘northern lights’ into your search engine and marvel at their beauty!

Vocabulary



You will need: Yellow cards
Star template
Hole puncher
String / ribbon
Pens
Scissors

First draw around the star template onto your yellow card.

Next cut out the star using the scissors.

Then, using the hole puncher, punch a hole into one of the
star’s points.

Next, write your message or draw your picture on the star.

Then thread your ribbon or string through the hole and tie

it to make a loop to hang.

Finally hang your star in your window or on your tree for

you and your family to admire.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

In Freya’s window hang decorative
Christmas stars. Make one to hang in
your window and make it extra special
by writing about someone you love on
it. You could describe the person, write
about a special memory you share or
draw a portrait of them.

How to make a star decoration



Use this star template to
create your hanging stars.  

You can choose whether to
write/draw on both sides or
just one.

Star template



This story is inspired by Finnish Sami
folklore. According to legend, the Northern
Lights spectacle is created by arctic foxes
running over the snowy landscape, sending
flashes of colour up into the night sky. 

The colourful sparks together produce the
beautiful array of colour known as
Revontulet (fox fire) or the Northern Lights. 

Can you draw or paint a picture to show
what you think they would look like 
running across the snow?

Inspiration

Revontulet “Fox Fires” — VisitFinland.com

This one minute animation shows an artist’s
view of what the fire foxes might look like. 

https://www.visitfinland.com/article/revontulet-fox-fires/#f5efa167
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